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Number Application Description
1

Sales /
Purchase

Transaction Entry—Column Widths
When Nominal Code set to 10 characters or more then the box grids could
display behind the data item. Now sizes the screen grid subject to item
sizes. (V7)

2

Allocations—Include Retained Transactions
If set to sort the allocations grid if included retained transactions then only
included retained entries after the first active transaction. (V7)

3

Turnover History List to Excel
If output the history report to Excel the system didn’t prefix negative
values with the minus sign as required when summing up in Excel. (V7)

4

Nominal

Financial Summaries—Range Hyperlinks
If send report to screen then you can define ‘hyperlinks’ that show details
from the account used for that report line. If the line was a range/total
value then included the first account twice. (V7)

5

Change Journal Period
The form heading / prompts for this option retained the description from
the journal reversal options. Updated to reflect this option. (V7)

6

Update from Sales Ledger—Point of Sale Updates
If configured for point of sale payment updates then could get an
ERangeError when updating summary items. (V7)

7

ProFiler

Landing Pages—Alt+L Actions with No Key
If selected an ‘auto’ action for a record with the primary key for the action
undefined reported an error.
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8

9

User-Defined Report—Alternate Printer Path
The UDR Report options allow an alternate printer to be set and the dropdown list shows the list of printers defined. There is a maximum length
for printer paths that can be stored and, if this exceeded the excess was
saved as the file to be created. Will now warn and block selection if
printer path exceeds maximum that can be stored. (V7)
General

Spooler Display
If ‘new-style’ spool file and activated the horizontal scroll bar as report
too wide for form then would flicker when drag and drag back the bar.

10

Close Record Set in Data Visualisations
Changed the text warning when close record set that are deleting the set.

11

Ledger Enquiry—Stock / Another
If using Location Stock the system would show the location pick list
automatically when use the ‘Another’ button when not configured to do
so. (V7)

12

Pop-Up Confirmation Prompts
Depending on the Operating System / Screen settings system could not
display the full prompt when get popup asking if, for example, OK to
Update?

13

Business Alerts—Update Todays Date
If configure an alert to update a E-type date item with todays date then if
E-type date wouldn’t update.

14

Contacts / Activities
If a contact has no activities and activities set to list in LIFO order then
could get range check error on selection.
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